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Key questions of the workshop.

What does digitization in banking mean?

What´s coming? Which challenges will banks be facing – sooner or later?

What should we be doing TODAY to be ready for the future?

What are key tools of digital transformation in banking?



DB&PThe evolution of banking – and the fundamental effects it has on the way banking is being done.

From branches to machines.

Change 1:

Increasing focus 

on new 

product/service 

creation

Change 2:

Increasing focus on individual 

customer solutions/segment of one

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Electronic 

Banking
-IT systems to administer 

bank processes

-Creating first electronic 

channels (esp. Online-

banking)

-mostly cluttered IT-

infrastructure (add-on 

solutions)
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The evolution of banking – and the fundamental effects it has on the way banking is being done. First digital 

channels are evolving.

Change 1:

Increasing focus 

on new 

product/service 

creation

Change 2:

Increasing focus on individual 

customer solutions/segment of one

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Electronic 

Banking

Digital 

Banking

Digitization

- Adding more digital 

channels (e.g. mobile 

banking)

- Developing specific digital 

services (e.g. electronic 

wallets) and products 

(e.g. online loan)

- Core banking systems 

replace „self-built“ 

cluttered IT systems
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The evolution of banking – and the fundamental effects it has on the way banking is being done. All channels are 

being synchronized. 

Change 1:

Increasing focus 

on new 

product/service 

creation

Change 2:

Increasing focus on individual 

customer solutions/segment of one

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Electronic 

Banking

Digital 

Banking

Digitization

Omnichannel

Banking

-Customer experience 

becomes a key 

differentiator for banks in 

b2b and b2c markets

-95% of all banking 

transactions are digitized 

(i.e. the customer is the 

banker)

-Omnichannel banking is 

about providing a seamless 

customer experience with 

personalized 

Product/service offers



DB&P
Omnichannel banking, the ability to offer customers a seamless customer experience across all channels is a key driver 

of competitive advantage – linking digital banking and branch banking through customer insight.

Source: IBM (2018).
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The evolution of banking – and the fundamental effects it has on the way banking is being done. Banking for the 

„Segment of one“.

Change 1:

Increasing focus 

on new 

product/service 

creation

Change 2:

Increasing focus on individual 

customer solutions/segment of one

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Electronic 

Banking

Digital 

Banking

Omnichannel

Banking

Banking

4.0

Digital 

TransformationDigitization

-Focus on the individual 

customer becomes a key 

differentiator for banks in 

b2b and b2c markets

-Big Data and AI allow for 

predictive analytics on a 

single customer level – with 

personal interaction

-Bitcoin can minimize 

security concerns by 

customers through 

traceable transactions

-Banks grow beyond 

financial services – the one-

stop-shop for complex, 

highly individualized 

services

-Platform Banking Systems 

replace Core Banking 

systems to allow for open 

access ecosystems



DB&P
Ominchannel banking and Banking 4.0 requires nothing less then full digital maturity in your bank´s customer 

experience.



DB&P
Digital transformation is less about technology, but more about creating a more compelling, differentiated customer 

experience.



DB&P
The fundamental change in the banking industry can best be understood by looking at is four key drivers, the 4 Ds.

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Digitalization

channels

touchpoints

business models

Disruption

structures

competencies

players

Decomposition

of value chains

of product portfolios

of traditional banking models 

Disintermediation

of the classical principal-agent relationship

of grown structures



DB&P
Looking at the changes along the banks´value-chain shows, that front- and back-end processes change dramatically. 

Whatever can be standardized, can be digitized.

Source: Bhandari (2016).



Disruption in the banking and financial services industry comes from various sources – technology, newly evolving bank and 

non-bank fintechs as well as the digital giants.

DB&P

Change 1:

Increasing focus 

on new 

product/service 

creation

Change 2:

Increasing focus on individual 

customer solutions/segment of one

Source: Bartsch (2018).

Electronic 

Banking

Digital 

Banking

Omnichannel

Banking

Banking

4.0

Digital 

TransformationDigitization

-Focus on the individual 

customer becomes a key 

differentiator for banks in 

b2b and b2c markets

-Big Data and AI allow for 

predictive analytics on a 

single customer level – with 

personal interaction

-Bitcoin can minimize 

security concerns by 

customers through 

traceable transactions

-Banks grow beyond 

financial services – the one-

stop-shop for complex, 

highly individualized 

services

-Platform Banking Systems 

replace Core Banking 

systems to allow for open 

access ecosystems



DB&P
The evolution of banking – and the fundamental effects it has on the way banking is being done. Banking for the 

„Segment of one“.

Source: Accenture, The Financial Brand (2015), Accenture (2014).
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Source: BI Intelligence (2016).

All these developments may sooner or later lead to a Disintermediation in the banking market – essentially making the 

„classical“ bank obsolete. So banks have to identify additional business models.



DB&P
New business models creating Disruption – leading to a Decomposition of the „traditional“ value chain where banks 

used to capture 100% of it as well as of the product portfolio.

Capital Demand Capital Supply

Bank as traditional intermediary/gatekeeper

Blockchain-based transactions

Capital Demand Capital Supply
Does anybody see the Bank now?

Providing transactional security

Source: Bartsch (2018).



DB&PThe necessary blockchain applications are already available. If not adopted, they can be a threat to banks and make 

them obsolete. If adopted right, they can increase efficiencies and improve the customer experience as well as the 

cost structure.

Source: TradeIX (2018).
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In short: The 4 D model outlines that Digitalization can make traditional banks obsolete – or can be a major 

opportunity if strategically and operationally done right.

Banking Legacy

Degree of specialization

highly 

specialized

broad 

portfolio

traditional

banks

„new kids on the block“/

non-banks

Digitalization Disruption

Decomposition Disintermediation

1 2

3 4

Driver of

competitiveness

Economies

of scope

Economies

of scale

Source: Bartsch (2018).
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However, Banking and financial services are far behind digital disruptors – and that in an industry with so much 

potential for disruption. Clearly untapped field for competitive advantage.

Source: Accenture (2018).
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But you don´t really have time to play catch-up. New opportunities are developing for creating customer experience 

using entirely different digital channels.



DB&P
How can you deal with these challenges? Develop a roadmap for digital transformation in an organization – this 

checklist can help you!
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Looking at what it means to be a best practice – the case of Spanish bank BBVA.

Source: Accenture (2018).
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IT is a major enabler to create ecosystems of partners offering one-face-to-the-customer fully aggregated, integrated 

financial services based on customer data in an open platform setting.

Source: Robinson (2016).
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Fintechs can be an important part of such ecosystems! View them as valuable partners, nourish them – don´t fight 

them! You can´t beat them anyway!

Source: Boston Consulting Group (2018).
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Disruptive Innovation in Banking – the Chinese example of Yu'e Bao run by Alibaba. Now imagine such developments 

to be part of your platform…

• Yu'e Bao (translated as „leftover treasures“) is run as an online investment fund under the Alibaba umbrella (as an appendix to 

Alipay).

• It offers easy, non-time-bound investments of the money, that is just „lying around“ temporarily as a leftover treasure in a normal 

household.

• Easy to invest the money using the Alipay platform as well as to take the money out of the investment again when needed – no need 

to see a banker and to sign zillions of forms.

• Cheap, no-frills investment product – easy to use, but also without any advising delivering a return of 4% p.a. (comparable to 

Chineese bank accounts).

• Now it is the world´s largest money market found (around $233 billion at the end of 2017) – offered by a non-bank, a Fintech provider 

.

Source: Bartsch (2018), CNBC (2015), technode (2018).
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…and this is easily possible. But every innovation strategy should provide a commercialization option – in the case of 

supporting entrepreneurship, there are several of those

Collaboration:

•Include the ideas of the start-ups into 

your banks operations and use them 

as an external source of creative 

ideas.

•Use them as suppliers of 

technologies/services and benefit from 

improved customer experience and/or 

improved efficiencies,.

Acquisition (strategic investment):

•Follow the start-ups closely and 

identify those, that are of strategic 

importance to your operations.

•Acquire them fully of as a majority 

shareholder and integrate them into 

your bank as long cost technology 

influx.

Sale (financial investment):

•Use your exclusive knowledge of the 

start-ups´business ideas to identify 

„winning“ ideas – for other companies 

and even other industries.

•Acquire a significant stake in those 

start-ups and sell them to interested 

companies/individuals when they are 

interested.

Source: Bartsch (2018). 
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In such a world, platform banking systems connect the traditional, transaction-focused core banking system of a 

bank to the application ecosystem with its numerous partners.
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This is what a bank 2025 could potentially look like in reality. It also shows, how the role of a bank shifts from being 

a sole provider of financial services to being a data-driven marketplace.
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Source: BI Intelligence (2016).

The Bank of the future might be the one face to the customer – with specialized partners along the value way contributing 

to a 360 degree understanding of the customer.

Source: Gartner (2018).
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But don´t forget: Strategy, Communication and building up an ecosystem are three key areas to focus on when 

managing a digital transformation!

Source: Accenture (2018).
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So, as surprising as it may sound…

Source: Kane et. Al./Sloan MIT Management Review (2015).
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Lack of strategy has clearly proven to the main obstacle in mastering digital transformation!

Source: Kane et. Al./Sloan MIT Management Review (2015).
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Here you can see that in even more detail – and in different stages of digital maturity of your organization.

Source: Kane et. Al./Sloan MIT Management Review (2015).
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So, managing digital transformation strategically and operationally right requires change in major areas of the the 

bank. This affects strategic and operational dimensions. 

Strategic: Changing Business Model

Operational: Change Management

IT/Technology
(Service-oriented Architecture/Platform Banking)

Role of Branches Orga- nization/ 

value chain

HR Products and 

Services

Integrated 

(Financial) 

Services

Corporate Culture

Source: Bartsch (2018).
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The DB&P Digital Transition Balanced Scorecard helps you create an accepted understanding of strategy, goal, 

activities and KPIs. 

Strategy & 

Objectives

Financial

TechnologyCustomer

Skills

Goal KPI Objective Activity

Goal KPI Objective Activity

Goal KPI Objective Activity

Change Management

Goal KPI Objective Activity

Source: Bartsch (2018)
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Source: Bartsch (2018)

With the DB&P Digital Transition Dividend Map you can measure your digital wins with the right set of KPIs (example).

Cost reduction Revenue increase

sustaining

disruptive

radical

Main Dividend
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o

v
a

ti
o

n

Drivers: 1.) process optimization

2.) outsourcing/specialization effects

Drivers: 3.) improved customer experience

4.) new customer acquisition

5.) customer retention

6.) customer insight/data

Online Branch
(Drivers: 1)

Expanding Integrated Financial Services
(Drivers: 3, 4, 5, 6)

Moving Customers from branch to digital
(Drivers: 1)

AI application in Portfolio Management
(Drivers: 1, 4, 5, 6)

Launching DPBA (likeN26)
(Drivers: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Blockchain-based Digital Banking
(Drivers: 1, 3, 4, 5)

Digital Banking as a Platform
(Drivers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Platform beyond financial services (e.g. DigiKala)
(Drivers: 3, 4, 6)
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Finally the DB&P Dynamic Business Model Canvas (DBMC) enables you to carefully manage the (business model) 

change process even in times of constant disruption.
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Source: Bartsch (2018) based on www.businessmodelgenerator.com.
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So, what are you waiting 

for? 

The future with Banking X.0 

has long begun!

Action eats waiting for 

lunch!



• nksRThank you for your attention .
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